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Melissa Capasso, Horse With No 
Name, 2019, acrylic and oil on 
linen,18”  x 14" 

Hanna Washburn, Lady Slipper, 
2020, recycled clothing and textiles, 
thread, batting, steel, 24” x 13” x 50" 

Marianna Peragallo, Light Up, 2020, 
polymer clay, acrylic paint, light bulb, 
light fixture with cord and plug, plywood 
shelf, 8” x 10” x 24” 
 

Garrison Art Center announces The Fridge Show, a group show curated by The Rule of 
Three and featuring eight female artists: Melissa Capasso, Abby Cheney, Yen Yen 
Chou, Rina AC Dweck, Ana Maria Farina, Marianna Peragallo, Hanna Washburn, and 
Charlotte Woolf. The exhibition will be on view at the Riverside Galleries from August 14 
through September 12. There will be an opening reception on Saturday, August 14, 5-
7pm.  
 
The refrigerator is an object that represents both thing and space. Featured in the 
kitchen, arguably the most domestic space in the home, the fridge serves as a beacon 
of reliability, fruitfulness, and frigidity. In the 1950s, when refrigerators became common 
in most American households, they were advertised as a device to make life easier for 
housewives. Its novelty as an appliance is closely linked to femininity and the role of 
women in the household. Curators Abby Cheney, Rina AC Dweck, & Hannah 



Washburn, collectively known as “The Rule of Three”, have encouraged five additional 
artists to use the refrigerator as an inspirational starting point for the works that will fill this 
exhibition. The curators write: “For many of us, the fridge is tied to a maternal or 
nurturing presence in our lives. The opening of the fridge door signals the preparation of 
a meal. We anthropomorphize the fridge, finding the consistent hum and interior light a 
source of comfort. Although the refrigerator is a staple in contemporary life, we take 
its existence for granted, relying on its presence in every house, office, hotel room, or 
establishment we enter. It is an appliance we depend on for storage, preservation, and 
longevity. What we find inside, however, is less of a guarantee. The specific contents, or 
lack of contents, signify another array of meaning behind the fridge and its presence as 
a symbol of stability or instability within the home.”  
 
The Fridge Show explores how eight artists offering diversity of media, opinion, and 
representation, respond to the concept of the fridge, and its multitude of meanings in 
their lives, cultures, and memories. While this curatorial vision was generated before the 
pandemic, the meaning of the fridge has changed for all of us over the past year, and 
this exhibition has taken on new meaning and urgency for us. The participating artists 
consider a range of questions in their practices that relate to the role of the refrigerator, 
such as emotional labor, death and decay, material preservation, and female identity.  
 
Melissa Capasso’s abstract paintings represent the mechanical process of searching for 
a memory, depicting an internal world of vibrant color and hybrid figuration.  For The 
Fridge Show, Capasso is creating a new, large-scale painting alluding to themes 
prevalent in her work—maternal isolation, and pressures of the feminine ideal.  
 
Abby Cheney’s precarious sculptures, constructed from recycled materials, highlight 
the significance of domestic objects, such as a large-scale refrigerator she created 
from cardboard boxes. 
 
Yen Yen Chou creates an imaginary world filled to the brim with sweets, color, 
and whimsy. Using her childhood memories of supermarkets in her native Taiwan as 
a starting point, Chou channels desire and nostalgia into her watercolor 
paintings.  Chou will present four paintings which will reference food and kitchen 
interiors.   
 
Rina AC Dweck works with materials associated with female adornment, pushing the 
boundaries between beauty and the grotesque. For The Fridge Show – Dweck will be 
creating a new work focusing on hair, resin, and found objects.  
 
Ana Maria Farina paints using a gun––a tufting gun––along with needles, hooks, and 
knots. Repurposing a phallic signifier of violence, she conjures vibrant objects of comfort 
that inhabit a mystical pictorial space between abstraction and representation. A new 
mixed-media wall hanging will be Farina’s contribution to this exhibition. 
 
Marianna Peragallo creates sculptures that visualize the labor of loving by evoking 
figurative gestures or actions that represent how we show love. For The Fridge Show – 
Peragallo’s new work morphs isolated body parts with household items, creating a 
visual language that speaks about love as a strong and radical act.  



 
Hanna Washburn’s compound sculptural forms are built from clothing, furniture, and 
objects she sources from her own life, and the lives of friends and family.  Washburn’s 
small scale sculptures which combine ceramic figures with soft fiber forms will be 
included in this exhibition.  
 
Charlotte Woolf is a photographer who explores issues of gender, patriarchy, 
inheritance, and domestic space through a queer lens.  During the pandemic, 
Charlotte created the Instagram @fridge_zoom, which allows others to send images of 
the interiors of their fridge. The resulting visual archive, which will be shared at this 
exhibition in the form of a photo-installation on the wall, is both humorous and 
deeply personal as it highlights a moment where food shopping and storage have 
reached a fever pitch.  
 
For all press inquiries and high-resolution images contact  info@garrisonartcenter.org 
 
Riverside Galleries at Garrison Art Center are open Tuesday-Sunday 10am-5pm, and 
located on the banks of the Hudson River, next door to the Metro-North Hudson Line, 
Garrison stop, one hour from Grand Central. For more information about exhibitions and 
other programs, please visit our website www.garrisonartcenter.org or call 845.424.3960. 
Please join in the conversation with Garrison Art Center via Instagram 
@GarrisonArtCenter 

http://www.garrisonartcenter.org/

